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Abstract - Android mobile devices are used more and more in everyday life. They are our cameras, wallets, and keys. 
Basically, they embed most of our private information in our pocket. The paper captures the journey of android malware 
from being mere revenue generation incentives for the malware developer to stealing the personal data of people using these 
devices. It also discusses how the open source nature of Android has led to fragmentation of the core Operating System 
among various device manufacturer which introduces additional vulnerabilities. The non-availability of official Google Play 
store in some countries led to the emergence of various third party Application market which are largely unregulated in 
terms of the application verification. Android Operating system itself has come a long way in terms of the security features 
and fixed vulnerabilities over the course of a decade. Our evaluation shows that the Android System has become quite robust 

against malware threats and automatic installation of malware is not possible without user intervention. We explore certain 
simple settings on android which would protect the user from malware threats on Android device. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

Android is a fast growing mobile platform which 

powers millions of mobile devices. Based on the 

Linux kernel, android operating system is open and 

flexible enough to. run on different mobile devices 

having different hardware configuration [1]. This has 

increased the popularity and acceptance of android 

among the users. While Google code change will not 

be made available to public immediately, new version 

release still includes most of what community needs: 

factory images, source code, Over the Air (OTA) 
distribution channels, and Application Program 

Interface (API). Openness is in-arguably the main 

reason why Android OS gains its popularity quickly. 

The mobile device provides ubiquitous access to 

internet through WiFi and 3G/4G network which 

makes it a very attractive target for attackers. The 

GPS sensors provide accurate location of the user, 

websites visited on the device becomes a source of 

advertisement and there are organizations willing to 

pay for these information about users. 

Android is considered as a very complex ecosystem; 
each device is a composition of different software 

(open source and closed source), different hardware 

(screen sizes, manufacturers, proprietary hardware), 

and different distributors. This makes the exploit 

universally impossible but also makes the job of 

auditing difficult as reviewing every device and their 

software is a huge amount of work. The process of a 

security update for a specific Android device can be 

summarized as follows: (1) security flaw found in an 

Operating System (OS), (2) Google release the patch, 

and (3) Original Equipment Manufacturer (OEM) 

adopting the patch and including it in their custom 
built. As shown by Thomas, Daniel R et al, [18] if a 

security vulnerability is fixed through the release of a 

particular API version it will be 1230 days (3.36 

years) after that until the fix is fully deployed. 

Most of the malware are distributed via third party 

Android App store and various websites which offer 

the cracked version of many paid Applications 

otherwise available in Google Play Store. Three 

common ways the malware is distributed to android 

devices:(1) Repackaging - This technique capitalizes 

on adding malicious code into benign apps and 

replacing it android market with similar name. This 

way, users download the app and get infected by the 

malware content repackaged in the app. (2) Updation 
 - The an infected version of update is push on the 

device through social engineering, leading the user to 

download and install an update through website 

(other than android market) (3) Drive-by Downloads 

Social engineering is used to make users download 

and install apps while browsing through the web. 

Zhou and Jiang [12] found that 86% of Android 

malware samples are repackaged apps produced by 

injecting malicious components into legitimate apps. 

The injected malicious components are hidden within 

the functionalities of popular apps and usually 
constitute only a small portion of the repackaged 

apps. Android has became a major target for mobile 

malware [29]. 

 

This paper attempts to discuss all techniques being 

used by the malware and how the Android Operating 

System has evolved to counter the known exploits 

and vulnerabilities. We will discuss the impact of 

Android Fragmentation owing to OEM customization 

which leads to additional vulnerability. Also the use 

freedom to choose the Apps from official and third 

party sources which often introduces a lack of central 
control over apps distribution leading to malware 

existence and steps being taken to mitigate its 
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harmful effects. This paper would also suggest some 

security settings which would mitigate the installation 
of malware and keep the device safe. 

 

II. BRIEF MALWARE HISTORY 
 

Malware have evolved as the popularity of Android 

system grew larger. From the users‘ perspective, an 

exploit program can help them to bypass the security 

mechanism of their Android devices to achieve better 

control of their devices by obtaining a higher 

privilege, e.g., rooting their devices. On the other 

hand, the exploitation could also be misused to gain 

the control of victims‘ devices where the attacker can 
obtain financial profit from selling users‘ privacy 

(e.g., account information). Meng et.al provides a 

taxonomy for android malware highlighting various 

attack surfaces possible on the Android system [53]. 

We present a brief history of malware for Android. 

(a)   The Begining: 2010 
The first malware discovered was Fakeplayer in Aug 

2010, which disguised as a video player that was not 

able to play any video file but was able to send SMS 

to premium rate numbers at the cost of victim to 

generate revenue. Similarly more malware with 
different masquerades were focused on sending SMS 

to premium numbers in the background without users 

knowledge and uploading location information of 

user to remote server. 

 

(b)   Backdoors and Root Exploits: 2011 

This year saw the evolution of malware. Backdoors 

server became more common as every malware had 

multiple hardcoded server. All too frequently, a 

backdoor will be bundled with a root exploit, and if 

the device is infected, the malicious user will take full 

control of the mobile device. Russian virus writers 
focused on SMS Trojan for revenue and Chinese 

virus writers focused upon backdoor and root access 

to remotely control the device. Root exploit typically 

targeted older version of android (2.1, 2.2) were also 

being employed like Rage Against the Cage (RATC) 

and Exploid [2]. Malware also started stealing 

personal user data and data about the device, 

subscriber number, IMEI no. Sim no. etc These 

programs steal personal user data and/or data about 

the infected mobile device. Malware were discovered 

on Android Market available for download with no 
mechanism in place on the market to detect and 

remove malicious code. Hamandi, Khodor, et al [41] 

in their work showed the increased amount of SMS 

fraud during this period. In late december, arspan 

trojan appeared which was a mass mailer promoting 

acts of Hactivism in the middle east countries. Root 

exploits based on vulnerabilities of android version 

2.3 [5,6] were implemented to grant root privilege. 

 

(c)   Banking Fraud: 2012 

This year saw the emergence of malware that target 

banking institutions. The malware (Spitmo, Citmo, 

Zitmo etc) performs a Man-in the-Middle attack by 

forwarding OTP / mTAN received by user to remote 
location. The malware also masquerades as a banking 

App and displays a phishing web page of the original 

site on its Web-kit element and steals users 

credentials. All the malware now feature a Command 

& Control Center to upload user information. The 

malware also started clickfraud on infected device to 

generate user input to click on advertisement for 

revenue generation. Further, 72% of malware 

reported during this year asked for access to read low 

level system logs. Sending SMS to premium numbers 

still remained fairly noticeable on all malware 

reported. The period also saw the rise of malware 
requesting the INSTALL_PACKAGE permission to 

install additional apps in the background. The 

malware were also able to hide itself by modifying its 

manifest file to remove the app from the launcher [4]. 

Obfuscation was also used for repackaged apps 

having malicious code. Almost 70% of the malware 

contained encrypted C&C server. 

 

(d)   Getting Sophisticated: 2013 

User awareness towards malware was increased 

which led to attackers shifting their strategies towards 
creating scareware. The users were warned about 

possible virus in their mobile and were led to 

download a anti-virus loaded with malware. The 

malware writers also started convincing the user to 

grant  device admin permission which the user had to 

give manually deep in the settings page. Many 

malware utilized the Master key vulnerability found 

in Android 4.3 to update legit apps on the device with 

malware [7,8]. This period also saw the emergence of 

keylogger for android disguised as keyboard with 

swipe feature and convinces the user to change the 

input settings of the device to the malware. Dynamic 
code loading was observed with malware writers 

resorting to Java Reflection, downloading malicious 

code from C&C which avoids static analysis 

technique. These were noted for change in behavior 

based on commands received from command and 

control (C&C) servers[10]. Malware were also 

increased its evasive nature by fingerprinting the 

environment and only deploying malicious code 

when not running under an emulator or Google 

Bouncer [4]. 

 

(e)   OEM introduced Malware: 2014 

It saw the rise of Advertisement related malware 

which steals user info. Also the first cryptocurrency 

miner was spotted which uses the computational 

power of mobile to mine concurrency. Second half of 

the year saw the emergence of ransomware while 

encrypting data on EXT storage. Some were actual 

ransomware which resorted to encryption while other 

were scare-ware. Also, few malware locked the user 

out completely by changing the lock screen code and 

demanded the ransom. Furthermore, worm like 

behavior was observed by malware by sending SMS 
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to all contacts on the infected device containing link 

to download the malware. Malware are created with 
lots of advertisement and often used to direct the user 

to play store to give better ratings for the malware 

developer app to establish credence on the malware. 

Android boot-kit was also discovered which was 

embedded deep in the firmware (system and boot 

partition) of various Chinese devices[23,24]. 

Malware with banking fraud continued to incre2.7   |   

Rise of Scareware: 2016ase during this period. 

 

(f)   Obfuscation: 2015 

This period saw a reduce in number of malware 

resorting to sending SMS to premium numbers as 
revenue generation. Adware had a very high increase 

in its share in 2015. It seems that this kind of 

displaying Ads to the user and tricking him/her into 

clicking the Ads became very popular and a new 

business-model on Android. The number of banking 

Trojans also doubled from last year [9]. Malware 

writers were also seen resorting to use code 

obfuscation and encryption extensively to evade 

Google Bouncer. Further increased use of dynamic 

code was noticed and most malware tends to 

download malicious code from C&C server after 
installation on the device. 

 

(g)   Rise of Scareware: 2016 

This year saw the Growth in the popularity of 

malicious programs using super-user rights, primarily 

advertising Trojans. Malware also resorted to creation 

of botnets for automatic click fraud on android. One 

of the botnet was available on Google play store and 

had millions of download until it was finally removed 

[40]. Smishing campaign were utilised by The period 

did not saw emergence of any new tactics employed 

by malware writers and with the introduction of run 
time permission based model arriving with Android 

Marshmallow (6.0) update, users were more aware 

about the context of permission being requested by 

individual Apps. Although the period did noticed 

increase in scareware which led unsuspecting users to 

download malicious Apps. Kaspersky reports [42] 

that Android devices running versions higher than 

4.4.4 have much fewer exploitable vulnerabilities. 

However, there are still about 60% devices running 

old versions of Android that are vulnerable to rooting 

attack. 

 

(h)   Tighter Android Security: 2017 
Rooting attacks continued to nose dive as the number 

of vulnerable android versions decreased. This period 

saw the increased number of mobile banking Trojans 

to draw a phishing overlay on top of genuine banking 

apps to steal user credentials [47]. Meltdown and 

Spectre vulnerability were also reported for ARM and 

snapdragon processors [48], but its actual impact was 

not utilized on this platform. Malware were mostly 

available on third-party app stores with the official 

play store adopting strict measures with the 

introduction of Google protect play which uses 

adaptive machine learning to detect dynamic malware 
on the app store. 

 

(i)   2018 
Privacy related malware continue to dominate the 

Android Operating System. Malware using 

advertisement framework on repackaged Apps have 

been available on official play store and were 

subsequently taken down. This period did not saw 

any new technique being employed by malware 

writers. There was an increase in the number of 

banking frauds through phishing. 

 
Based on this approach, the CSLA adder blocks of 

2:1 mux, Half Adder (HA), and FA are evaluated and 

listed in Table I. 

 

III. TREND IN MALWARE 

 

Malware have become more sophisticated over the 

years with the volume of permission being sought. 

Figure-1 shows the trend of top five permissions 

being used by malware. Internet is the most requested 

permission by malware, a trend which is seen equally 
among benign apps as well. External storage does not 

offer the android sandbox feature and most files there 

are world writable for any App that has this 

permission. The permission to install packages is 

considered dangerous as it allows apps to download 

malware from third party sources or from the internet. 

However, there was a decline in this permission and 

external storage with the run-time permission model 

from android 6.0 and the fact that root exploits were 

not effective with device having android 4.4.4 and 

greater. There is a steady trend in the use of GPS 

location, tracking users daily routine. 
 

Figure 1: Permission requested by malware 

 

Figure-2 shows that there is a sharp decline seen in 

malware sending premium SMS for monetary gains 
from 2013 onward, which was also countered by 

carrier and Google [55]. Malware continue to contact 

C&C server and the server names were being 

obfuscated or encrypted malware writers. New 

servers kept coming up with old ones being 

blacklisted, a trend which is observed even in 2018. 

Malware have benefited from the plethora of 
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Advertisement SDK available and increased click-

fraud trend was observed since 2011. Ransomware 
Apps started in 2012, initially limited to locking the 

user out by changing lock screen PIN. But the trend 

has shifted to locking out user  and later indulging in 

actual encryption of files in external storage like 

Doublelocker [56]. Crypto-currency miners for 

android were first noticed in 2013 and have been 

steadily rising ever since. 

 

Figure 2:  Types of malware 

 

IV. PERSISTENCE TECHNIQUES USED BY 

MALWARE 

 

Malware writer uses various techniques in the 

Android ecosystem to gain persistence. Android uses 

various system broadcast messages to inform Apps 

about events generated in the operating system. For 

example, ACTION_BOOT_COMPLETED indicates 

that the OS has been booted up. Malware regularly 
registers themselves to receive such broadcast 

messages to initiate its malicious code. Other 

common messages that the malware look for are 

RECEIVED_SMS, RECEIVED_CALL, 

ACTION_POWER_CONNECTED etc. Based on 

these initiating agents, the malware then deploy 

background services to carry out hidden activities and 

hide itself from the unsuspecting user. The 

background service performs a variety of malicious 

activities like connecting to the Command & Control 

Center to upload data, stealing clipboard data, 

Location tracking, recording ambient audio and 
uploading last recorded audio file subjected to 

geofencing and also to get dynamic code and 

instructions. 

Android allows developers to declare the broadcast 

receiver or intent messages from other sources in the 

AndroidManifest.xml file. However, it also gives the 

flexibility of it being declared dynamically in java 

code. The former is subjected to static analysis which 

can look for these excessive permissions in the 

manifest file and flag them as potential malware. 

Thus malware writers have started using dynamic 
code and java reflection to register for these receivers 

at run-time. It is also seen that malware often come as 

a clean package but later download the malicious 

code from C&C [43]. Since Android 8.0 (SDK API 

26), the system is able to kill idle background 

services, a self-protection feature was also seen in the 
recent code which raises a fake notification to prevent 

it from becoming idle. Furthermore, Android P forces 

the use of foreground service which has to show a 

notification to the user if an App is using privacy 

related hardware such as camera, microphone etc, 

which makes the Android environment more 

transparent [44]. 

Malware have been known to use root exploit to gain 

persistence on the system. As brought earlier, root 

methods are not as effective for Android version 

greater than 5.0 [42]. Although Proof of Concept 

(PoC) exists for these versions of Android which 
displays vulnerabilities that can be used to gain root 

access on these devices, its actual implementation is 

not visible. Instead, malware have started using the 

device administrator permission which has to be 

manually granted by user themselves through the use 

of social engineering. This might be in the form of a 

scareware, which promises to remove a non-existent 

Trojan from the android device by installing a fake 

anti-virus App which would ask for the Device 

Admin Permission to complete its task. The malware 

can then utilize elevated privileges to hide itself and 
perform  privileged operations such as changing lock-

screen pin code, locking device, wiping device data, 

etc. 

 

V. ANDROID VULNERABILITIES 

 

The Android software stack can be subdivided into 

five layers: the Linux Kernel and lower level tools, 

System Libraries, the Android Runtime, the 

Application Framework and Application layer on top 

of all. Each layer provides different services to the 

layer just above it. Shewale, Himanshu, et al.2014 
[26]  have classified various vulnerabilities present in 

these layers which have been exploited by malware. 

As demonstrated, android framework layer has the 

maximum number of vulnerability. Many more 

vulnerabilities have discovered and the most critical 

ones are discussed in this section. 

(a)  Linux Kernel Layer 

The Dirty Cow (Dirty Copy-On-Write), or CVE-

2016-5195 vulnerability which existed for over 9 

years was also used to root the Android OS through 

through a race condition bug and gain write-access to 
read-only memory[27,28]. Another vulnerability, 

CVE-2015-1805  was discovered when the failed 

copy command could be used to possibly gain 

privileges via a crafted application, aka an "I/O vector 

array overrun."[13]. The RowHammer uses hardware 

vulnerability of DRAM to flip bits by repeated 

flushing and can be utilised to gain root privilege 

[15]. 

(b)   Android Framework Vulnerabilities 

Application layer root exploits mostly include 

vulnerable logics introduced by setuid utilities, 

system applications, or services. Stagefright is a 
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exploit which utilizes the code library for media 

playback in Android called libstagefright CVE 2015-
1538. The libstagefright engine is used to execute 

code which is received in the form of a malicious 

video via MMS, thus requiring only the mobile 

number of the victim to carry  out a successful attack 

[17]. Furthermore vulnerability in mediaserver (CVE-

2016-6074, CVE-2016-3862) were also discovered 

with high CVSS score of 10. Motorola XoomFE 

devices have found to contain a command injection 

vulnerability [38]. Another instance is a backdoor-

like setuid binary shipped with certain ZTE Android 

devices (CVE-2012-2949) 

(c)  Vendor Libraries 
On Samsung Galaxy S4 through S7 devices, an 

integer overflow condition exists within libomacp.so 

when parsing OMACP messages (within WAP Push 

SMS messages) leading to a heap corruption (CVE-

2016-7990). Vendor libraries also include 

advertisement SDK which are know to steal private 

data like Taomike library [34]. ObjectInputStream 

vulnerability (CVE-2014-7911) does not verify that 

deserialization will result in an object that met the 

requirements for serialization, which allows attackers 

to execute arbitrary code [37]. 
Majority of the exposed vulnerabilities are attributed 

to mistakes in bound-checking, buffer overflow, 

incorrect pointer dereference and input not verified. 

Jimenez, Matthieu, et al [33] that showed that the 

vulnerable android component fall under nine diferent 

category, i.e. Driver, Library, Messaging, 

Networking, Access Control, Browsing, 

Cryptography, Dalvik and Debug. It is seen from the 

CVSS score of various android versions that after 

Android 6.0, the number of vulnerabilities with 

CVSS score higher than 8.0 has significantly 

reduced[32]. 
 

VI. OEM CUSTOMISATIONS AND CUSTOM 

ROM 

 

Android ROM is the basic OS firmware layer of the 

Phone. This is the base for phone operations. In file 

system generally this part is stored under /system and 

may have /data partition also in case it holds some 

user specific settings. This is the portion which 

contains all quintessential parts of the operating 

system for proper functionality of the Phone. Starting 
with Linux kernel along with it modules to Dalvik 

VM, combined with core libraries and user libraries 

(SQLite etc). This same portion also features the 

application framework which allows for seamless 

interaction of android applications with android core 

features, including the telephone. On top of all this 

we see the applications running in Dalvik VM. The 

Android Operating System is licensed under the 

terms of the Apache Software License 2.0 which does 

not mandate source code availability [30]. This also 

allows OEMs to package Android with binary 

libraries which they are not forced to make open 

source. The underlying Linux kernel instead is 

licensed under the terms of the Gnu General Public 
License (GPLv2). That license requires that each 

modification or addition of code must be made 

available to the customers of a device with that 

software. 

 

(a)  Android Fragmentation 

The source code of the Android Open Source Project 

(AOSP) project in its original form is deployed only 

to a selected set of devices. For each major release of 

Android Google partners with one OEM to create a 

device of the Nexus / Pixel brand. OEMs modify the 

code taken from the AOSP and enhance it with their 
own custom code. They add new pre-installed 

applications, tweak the user interface and add 

additional functionality to stock applications to set 

each other apart (refer Figure-3). Taken together, 

these modifications to stock AOSP Android are 

called a Skin. Additionally, many carriers add custom 

applications to the devices they sell. Then, we have 

the Linux Kernel, which may also contain OEM 

customizations and drivers for controlling and 

interacting with various peripheral System on Chips 

(SoCs) found on the device‘s board. The next level is 
a chain of bootloaders which either originate from the 

OEM or the chipset manufacturer: At its lowest level, 

we have in Boot ROM the Primary Bootloader 

(PBL), which is written by the chipset manufacturer, 

and then usually a series of bootloaders that end with 

the late stage Android (Applications) Bootloader 

(ABOOT). 

 

 

 
Figure 3: Build process of android 

 

With every device manufacturer teaming up with 

different SoC manufacturer and also implements 

proprietary hardware to have an advantage over high 

competition in the field of Android customized 

devices. Different from the main kernel code that 

runs on almost every device, vendors either 

customize the kernel (e.g., Qualcomm‘s custom 

Linux kernel branch) or provide vendor-specific 
device drivers for various peripherals (e.g., camera, 

sound). Android phone manufacturers are under the 

perpetual pressure to move quickly on their new 

models, continuously customizing Android to fit their 

hardware. However, the security implications of this 

practice are less known, particularly when it comes to 

the changes made to Android‘s Linux device drivers, 

e.g., those for camera, GPS, NFC etc. It leads to 

additional vulnerability over and above the stock 

devices produced by google. Hay, Roee [35] showed 

inherent vulnerability in in OnePlus 3 device and 
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various nexus devices which can be exploited in 

fastboot mode to gain access, for example in OnePlus 
3 device, Android Debug Bridge (ADB) mode can be 

accessed through charger mode (when the device is 

switched off) and with the device connected to PC 

using USB cable. It also shows various low level 

techniques to interact with SoC using Inter-Integrated 

Circuit (I2C) protocol [36] to leak sensitive data. 

Since these drivers are produced by single-party, they 

are not put under the lens for auditing. However, the 

particular exploit is limited to these customized 

devices only. 

Zhang et al [39] shows that from the highest to 

lowest, the order of impact and generality of exploits 
to be 1) the kernel exploits, 2) the exploits targeting 

libraries that are used by Android system processes, 

3) exploits targeting system applications or services, 

and 4) exploits against vendor-specific device drivers, 

applications and programs. Also out of total root 

exploits, the ones caused by vendor customization to 

kernel and additional libraries account for 71% of the 

total vulnerabilities (others related to general 

vulnerability affecting all devices based on android 

version). We can see that the fragmentation of 

Android is a major source of the introducing 
vulnerabilities to the user. 

Each new model of smartphone comes with hardware 

improvement and the firmware to drive it. Mid- range 

and low-range smartphone are known to manufacture 

budget phones with malware installed in the firmware 

[46]. These are known to contain bootkit which are 

impossible to remove without flashing the firmware 

without malware in it as it occupies the system 

partition. Russian and Chinese smartphone 

manufactures have the highest number of bootkit in 

their firmware. Moreover, lack of malware free 

custom ROM are also not availble for the budget 
phones which leaves its users no aftermarket choice. 

The vendor customization does not always introduces 

vulnerabilities, but some are designed towards 

enhanced enterprise grade security features. One such 

security feature introduced by Samsung is KNOX 

[51, 52]. It forms a hardware root of trust and forms 

an isolated space for user data using hardware 

encryption. 

(b)   Countering Android Fragmentation 
In May 17, Google had announced Project Treble to 

mitigate the Android Fragmentation problem [49]. It 
attempts to introduce a vendor implementation layer 

which provides a stable platform for a particular 

device assembled from various SoC and hardware. 

Earlier, with any major android version upgrade, the 

device manufacturers had to rework the low-level 

implementation, i.e. how the operating system 

interacts with hardware. For e.g a device 

manufacturer could write all the code specific to their 

handsets, to power their unique camera system or 

biometric security, as one isolated part of the 

operating system. That software could then be locked, 

with the latest Android software applied on top. 

When Google updates Android, the update could be 

made available day one, because none of the 
underlying hardware instructions have changed. It 

does cut down at least three months for the vendor to 

push new update for their device but it does not 

involve vendors motivation to update considering the 

financial aspect [50]. However, if it is forced by 

Google, it would put an end to outdated android 

versions and would have a tighter grip on the upgrade 

process. 

 

VII. ANDROID APP MARKET 

 

The official App store for android is Google Play 
Store (erstwhile Android Market place) allowing 

users to browse and install applications developed 

with Android software development kit (SDK). 

Owing to its open source development, the play store 

has continued to expand in terms of number of apps it 

offers and has grown to 2.6 million apps with more 

than 82 billion downloads [21,22]. Starting from 

2012 (android 4.2), the official play store introduced 

application verification at individual device by 

scanning all the apps sideloaded from third party 

market places (known as on-device bouncer) [25,45]. 
This initial step seems to provide limited respite as it 

was able to detect only 15.32% of malware [31]. 

Study suggests that the newer version of Android are 

less susceptible to malware if the users utilize Google 

Play Store to download Apps [19]. This has been 

possible byfactors, such as continued platform and 

API hardening, ongoing security updates and app 

security and developer training to reduce apps' access 

to sensitive data.          If apps are being side-loaded 

by the user, Androids verified application can scan 

the app for any known vulnerability and warn the 

user in advance or block the installation completely 
on the device [20]. 

 

VIII. PRACTICES UNDER SCRUTINY 

 

Here we look on the security misconfigurations that 

can happen.  We are focusing basically on the core 

layer of android, detailing about various settings and 

configurations which might result in a total security 

breach of android device and should be avoided by 

normal user. 

 

(a)   USB Debugging enabled 

USB debugging or ADB is Google‘s method for 

debugging support this is the setting which needs to 

be enabled when you are doing development or 

debugging of application, however there is no need to 

keep this setting enabled when its a normal user 

system. ADB Bridge supports push and pull of files 

and folders from all the directories where adb user 

have access. Adb has various options which allows 

many more features including   (1) Logcat collection, 

(2) Installation of software, (3) Remount of system 

partition with rw. ADB also allows for fastboot which 
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in turn allows a user to run non verified or unofficial 

kernel without even overwriting the stock data. 

(b)    ADB shell over WiFi 

Another variable which could be set to allow adb 

shell access. However this time access is over wifi 

network. Variable : service.adb.tcp.port = To set this 

variable you can either place it in build.prop or use 

command line #setprop service.adb.tcp.port=3355 

This will mark port 3355 on phone to be usable to 

attach using adb. This can be avoided for daily usage. 

(c)    System permissions 
In Android Devices, system partition is the most 

important partition which holds all the system critical 

files, as per general policy this partition is marked as 
RO i.e. read-only. However a general after market 

practice which is observed is to mark system partition 

as rw. The general use case is that by putting system 

in rw mode it is easy to work on modification of 

system data. The most harmful setting is if your ROM 

maker marks system with 777 i.e. rwx or read write 

execute permission for all users. When a system is 

marked with write permission it will allow a user to 

update / modify content of /system partition. Some of 

the crucial folders include /system/app or /system/bin. 

This permission is an open invitation to rootkits, 
malware, viruses and all similar items to start 

manhandling the device. 

(d)    Installation from unknown source 

This specific setting is a security issue in itself. This 

check allows a user to install software which are not 

part of android market. Users who don‘t have access 

to android market this is the only way to install 

application, which holds true for Chinese users.. 

(e)  Super User (SU) acccess and settings 

Rooting of android phone is generally associated with 

installing SU binary. This binary allows a user for 

shifting the user to root. This is accompanied with 
superuser.apk which acts as a control agent. However 

there can be multiple scenarios‘s which need to be 

throughly examined. (1) SU binary installed and 

superuser.apk installed (2) SU binary installed but 

superuser.apk missing. (3) SU missing but 

superuser.apk installed (4) SU and superuser.apk both 

missing. Case 1 denotes max protection possible. 

Case 2 is a critical case as superuser.apk is the 

governing control over SU binary and if its not there 

then SU could be called directly without fear of user 

prompt. 
 

IX. SUMMARY 

 

In this paper we have seen the evolution of both 

Android Malware. The focus of malware writers 

shifted with the change in  security policy 

implemented by Android System. The fragmented 

nature of Android system can be prone to older 

vulnerabilities owing to lack of upgrade but it makes 

android exploits more device specific. as the security 

mechanism of both the Android system and Linux 

kernel have been significantly strengthened, exploits 

targeting Linux kernel and Android system 

components experience decline; and vendors‘ 
customization becomes the prominent attack target in 

newly released exploits We have also highlighted 

certain simple methods which can be implemented by 

user to safeguard his android device against malware. 
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